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Recently, nongenetic animal models to study the onset and devel-
opment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) have appeared, such as the
intrahippocampal infusion of peptides present in Alzheimer amyloid
plaques [i.e., amyloid-β (Aβ)]. Nonpharmacological approaches to
AD treatment also have been advanced recently, which involve
combinations of behavioral interventions whose specific effects
are often difficult to determine. Here we isolate the neuroprotective
effects of three of these interventions—environmental enrichment
(EE), anaerobic physical exercise (AnPE), and social enrichment (SE)—
on Aβ-induced oxidative stress and on impairments in learning and
memory induced by Aβ. Wistar rats were submitted to 8 wk of EE,
AnPE, or SE, followed by Aβ infusion in the dorsal hippocampus.
Short-term memory (STM) and long-term memory (LTM) of object
recognition (OR) and social recognition (SR) were evaluated. Bio-
chemical assays determined hippocampal oxidative status: reactive
oxygen species, lipid peroxidation by thiobarbituric acid reactive sub-
stance (TBARS) test, and total antioxidant capacity by ferric reducing/
antioxidant power (FRAP), as well as acetylcholinesterase activity. Aβ
infusion resulted in memory deficits and hippocampal oxidative dam-
age. EE and AnPE prevented all memory deficits (STM and LTM of OR
and SR) and lipid peroxidation (i.e., TBARS). SE prevented only the SR
memory deficits and the decrease of total antioxidant capacity de-
crease (i.e., FRAP). Traditionally, findings obtained with EE protocols
do not allow discrimination of the roles of the three individual factors
involved. Here we demonstrate that EE and physical exercise have
better neuroprotective effects than SE in memory deficits related to
Aβ neurotoxicity in the AD model tested.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive brain disease that
affects approximately 24 million people and causes irre-

versible neuronal losses, especially in the neocortex and hippo-
campus (1). Cognitive losses include impairments in attention,
concentration, orientation, and particularly memory. The path-
ological hallmarks, besides the neuronal losses, include accu-
mulation of extracellular senile plaques containing β-amyloid
protein (Aβ) and several of its peptide oligomers, as well as
neurofibrillary tangles of the protein tau (2–5).
The Aβ deposition results in neurotoxicity and oxidative dam-

age, a central factor in the pathogenesis of AD (6–8). In post-
mortem AD brains, there is significant lipid, protein, and DNA
oxidative damage, as well as reduced antioxidant defenses (6–8).
Studies using cell culture and cell-free chemical systems have
shown that Aβ induces higher production of reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS) (1, 9). Therefore, Aβ injection into the brain is con-
sidered a valuable model to induce some characteristics of AD in
the rat brain, especially the cognitive impairments (10, 11).
Environmental enrichment (EE) has been suggested as an

efficient strategy to treat human AD and AD-like animal models
(12, 13). EE has potential to ameliorate deficits resulting from

the administration of Aβ protein oligomers (14, 15). However,
EE as used in animal research usually includes other variables
than perception and memorization, which make it difficult to
determine the nature of its eventually favorable effects. Animals
exposed to EE are maintained for long periods in large boxes
with other conspecifics to promote interaction and socialization
(16). The presence of conspecifics constitutes social enrichment
(SE), which induces social interactions. Furthermore, activity
wheels, tunnels, and toys that are made available in the boxes
used to study EE induce intermittent physical exercise, which is
known to promote neuroprotection (17). Social activity and ex-
ercise are offered in a permanent or rotational way (18, 19).
It is difficult to isolate the effects of exercise and SE on cog-

nitive improvements. As a result, the traditional interpretations
of EE results do not allow discrimination of the roles of the three
individual factors involved (environment, exercise, and sociali-
zation). Although effects of EE in animals are not directly
comparable vs. those used in humans, evidence suggests that
increased socialization (i.e., SE) and exercise are major factors in
reducing the symptoms of dementia in humans (20–22). For these
reasons, we decided to compare the isolated effects of EE, anaerobic
physical exercise (AnPE), and SE on the cognitive symptomatology
resulting from a single Aβ infusion in the hippocampus of rats.

Results
Control Behavioral Results. Measures of locomotion, exploration,
and anxiety behaviors in the rats were not influenced by the
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procedures. No differences were observed among groups in
open-field or plus-maze performance (Table 1).

Object Recognition Memory. Rats explored each object (A and B)
for a similar percentage of total exploration time in the training
session [mean of all groups, object A = 50.60 ± 10.02%; B =
49.40 ± 10.02%; P = 0.55; t(94) = 0.58; Fig. 1, tr]. The control
group did not show deficits in short-term memory (STM) in
object recognition (OR) testing [P = 0.02; t(13) = 2.57; Fig. 1A,
test, cont). Animals in EE, AnPE and SE groups also did not
show deficits in STM OR testing (P < 0.05; Fig. 1A, test).
Aβ rats presented deficits in OR STM, as they spent a similar

time exploring the familiar and the novel object [P = 0.60; t(13) =
0.52; Fig. 1A, test, Abeta]. These deficits were not seen in animals
exposed to EE and AnPE [P = 0.04, t(13) = 2.18 for Aβ+EE; P =
0.009, t(13) = 3.05 for Aβ+AnPE; Fig. 1A, test]. This protective
effect was not seen in SE-treated rats [P = 0.28, t(8) = 1.14; Fig.
1A, test, Abeta + SE].
Control groups showed no deficits in OR testing in long-term

memory (LTM) tests [P = 0.009; t(12) = 3.09; Fig. 1B, test, cont].
Animals in EE, AnPE, and SE groups did not show deficits in
STM OR testing (P < 0.05; Fig. 1B, test). Aβ rats presented
deficits in long-term OR memory, as they spent a similar time
exploring the familiar and the novel object [P = 0.71; t(13) = 0.37;
Fig. 1B, test, Abeta]. This deficit was not seen in animals subjected
to EE or AnPE [P = 0.01, t(13) = 2.74 for Aβ+EE; P = 0.0005, t(13) =
4.56 for Aβ+AnPE; Fig. 1B, test]. SE did not protect animals from
the deleterious effect of Aβ on OR memory [P = 0.27, t(8) = 1.16;
Fig. 1B, test, Abeta + SE].

Social Recognition Memory.Control rats explored the new rat for a
longer time than the familiar one [P < 0.001; t(16) = 10.23; Fig. 2,
sham]. Animals in EE, AnPE, and SE groups did not differ
significantly from controls (P < 0.05; Fig. 2). Aβ impaired social
recognition memory by reducing the difference in the time spent
exploring the familiar and the new rat [P = 0.07, t(11) = 1.93; Fig.
2, Aβ]. EE, AnPE, and SE protected rats against this deleterious
effect of Aβ [P < 0.01, t(12) = 3.52 for Aβ+EE; P = 0.003, t(8) =
4.00 for Aβ+AnPE; and P < 0.01, t(7) = 4.83 for Aβ+SE; Fig. 2].

Hippocampal Oxidative Status. No significant differences in hip-
pocampal ROS levels were observed among groups [P = 0.11,
H(8) = 11.64; Fig. 3A]. An effect of the treatment was observed in

hippocampal lipid peroxidation [i.e., thiobarbituric acid reactive
substance (TBARS) test; P = 0.03, H(8) = 15.20; Fig. 3B]. Aβ rats

Table 1. Control behavioral tests

Behavioral task

Control Aβ

Control EE AnPE SE Aβ EE AnPE SE

Exploration time in OR
Total exploration time

in training, s
43.73 (8.30) 38.91 (15.67) 42.16 (17.09) 32.36 (16.81) 41.33 (22.86) 36.05 (12.58) 41.21 (16.62) 39.71 (15.79)

Total exploration time
in STM test, s

42.16 (17.09) 35.64 (8.05) 40.27 (25.46) 32.99 (12.85) 42.09 (13.68) 42.81 (23.84) 41.49 (14.02) 33.63 (11.70)

Total exploration time
in LTM test, s

38.91 (15.67) 36.53 (14.24) 42.84 (15.61) 34.34 (11.99) 39.62 (10.55) 35.36 (8.82) 36.81 (12.31) 35.73 (5.78)

Exploration time in SR
Total exploration time

in SR test, s
96.21 (22.21) 93.73 (25.06) 81.90 (16.53) 86.94 (26.41) 83.10 (34.64) 85.03 (11.15) 84.86 (31.90) 98.93 (25.80)

Open field, no.
Crossing 45.00 (7.59) 45.00 (7.59) 35.21 (3.36) 34.75 (3.77) 32.88 (3.36) 45.43 (4.49) 36.79 (3.88) 49.22 (5.54)
Rearing 15.50 (2.51) 15.50 (2.51) 15.57 (1.49) 12.33 (2.02) 15.53 (2.71) 17.80 (2.38) 14.64 (1.40) 15.78 (3.20)

Plus maze
Total entries 22.46 (8.10) 23.38 (7.14) 20.47 (9.18) 22.84 (9.05) 19.42 (11.12) 22.34 (9.14) 21.57 (8.17) 24.84 (12.08)
Time in open arms, s 25.82 (22.05) 27.09 (18.37) 23.64 (22.01) 27.56 (26.35) 27.03 (21.78) 23.14 (19.18) 26.93 (23.93) 21.41 (11.31)

Aβ, EE, AnPE, and SE did not alter the total exploration time in OR and SR training and testing sessions, locomotor and exploratory activities in the open
field, and anxiety behavior evaluated by plus maze. Mean (SD); n = 8–10/group.

Fig. 1. Aβ impairs short- (A) and long-term (B) OR memory. EE and AnPE
during 8 wk prevents OR memory deficits; SE does not. Data are shown as
mean and SE of the percentage of total exploration time (*P < 0.05 on one-
sample t test, considering a theoretical mean of 50%; n = 8–14 per group).
cont, control; tr, training.
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showed greater lipid peroxidation than control rats (P = 0.004;
Fig. 3B). Aβ rats subjected to EE and AnPE presented lower
lipid peroxidation than Aβ-treated animals not subjected to any
intervention [P = 0.02 for EE; P = 0.01 for AnE; Fig. 3B].

Effect of treatment was observed in hippocampal total anti-
oxidant capacity [i.e., ferric reducing/antioxidant power (FRAP);
P < 0.01, H(8) = 36.42; Fig. 3C]. The Aβ group showed lower
total antioxidant capacity than the control group (P = 0.02; Fig.
3C). Aβ rats subjected to SE presented higher antioxidant ca-
pacity than Aβ rats not subjected to any intervention (P = 0.02;
Fig. 3C). Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity did not differ
between the groups [P = 0.22; H(8) = 9.43; Fig. 3D].

Discussion
We investigated the isolated neuroprotective effects of EE,
AnPE, and SE on the impairments of OR and SR memory and
on those of hippocampus oxidative stress related to Aβ neuro-
toxicity. We demonstrated that EE and AnPE prevent impairments
in object recognition memory (i.e., STM and LTM), whereas social
recognition memory deficits were prevented by all interventions,
including SE. Therefore, EE and AnPE interventions seem to be
more effective in memory protection compared with SE. This re-
sult has important implication for basic research and further im-
plication in behavioral interventions in conditions of degenerative
brain diseases.
A single intrahippocampal injection of amyloid does not re-

produce all of the pathological characteristics of AD and cannot

Fig. 2. Aβ impairs social recognition memory. EE, AnPE, and SE for 8 wk pre-
vent SR memory deficits. Data are presented as mean and SE of the percentage
of the total exploration time (*P < 0.05 on one-sample t test, considering a
theoretical mean of 50%; n = 8–13 per group). cont, control.

Fig. 3. Effects of Aβ, EE, AnPE, and SE on the hippocampal oxidative status and AChE activity. (A) ROS determined by DCFH. (B) Lipid peroxidation de-
termined by TBARS test. (C) Total antioxidant capacity determined by FRAP. (D) AChE activity. Data are presented as mean and SE (*P < 0.05, control vs. Aβ;
#P < 0.05, Aβ vs. Aβ + specific intervention; Kruskal–Wallis test followed by t tests; n = 5–8 per group). cont, control.
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be expected to do so. In fact, there is no single animal model of
AD that reproduces all of the characteristics of the disease, and
there are advantages of using genetic mouse models and in-
jection of amyloid proteins in the rat brain. Although transgenic
models more closely reflect the pathologic processes elicited in
familiar AD (both are genetically driven), models with a minimal
genetic invasiveness, like the one used here, offer the closest
available analogy to the human sporadic AD pathology (23).
Therefore, Aβ injection is an alternative AD animal model to
the use of transgenic animals (10). The injection of Aβ into rat
brain serves as a stimulus to induce proinflammatory reactivity,
oxidative stress, and neurotoxicity (10). Here we opted for a
model that we and other authors have used to describe neu-
rotoxicity related to amyloid after Aβ 25–35 brain injection
(24–26). In fact, evidence shows that the relative ratio of Aβ
peptides is more crucial than the absolute amounts of peptides
for the induction of neurotoxic conformations (27).
The Aβ 25–35 fragment used here shares with the Aβ 1–42

peptide the ability to self-aggregate and to induce neurotox-
icity (11). The early soluble forms of Aβ peptides may interfere
with neuronal network function related to AD learning and
memory deficits (28–30). Furthermore, the presence of soluble
forms of Aβ peptides could be more related to memory deficits
of AD compared with fibrillar forms of Aβ, as well as those
observed in transgenic AD animal models (31–33). Although Aβ
1–42 or 1–40 are more abundant than the 25–35 fragment in the
extracellular aggregations of the AD brain, it is important to
consider that they include the latter and that 25–35 is the most
toxic region of Aβ (30, 34–36) and recently has been found to
play a relevant role in AD because of its peculiar aggregation
properties (36). Additionally, Aβ 25–35 seems to retain the
toxicity of the full-length Aβ (1−40/42) peptides (37). Several
other peptides, including numerous fragments, inversions, and
variants of Aβ 25–35 or Aβ 1–42, have been used over the years
as controls or otherwise studied for their effects since their in-
troduction by Cotman and coworkers and others and found to be
ineffective (11, 34–37). We injected Aβ directly into the dorsal
hippocampus considering the role of hippocampus in memory
and our previous results (26), but other hippocampal subregions
or cortical or subcortical regions could also be considered.
Evidence suggests that OR (38, 39) and SR (40) involve, to a

large extent, the hippocampus. In previous research studying
hippocampal damage, these memory tests were sensitive to de-
tect memory deficits, including those resulting from amyloid
injection (26). OR and SR involve elements of exploration. In
addition, EE generally alters exploratory behavior (41, 42),
which could influence memory tests involving locomotion and
exploration. To ensure that exploration would have no effect on
our results, we performed a number of control behavioral tests to
show that EE, AnPE, and SE do not influence locomotion and
exploration in the animals (Table 1). Additionally, we compared
the total exploration time on OR and SR tests and found no dif-
ferences between the groups. These control measurements support
the idea that the results represent cognitive/memory performance.
In addition to the behavioral results, we show that Aβ hip-

pocampal infusion promotes oxidative damage (i.e., TBARS)
and impairs the total antioxidant capacity (i.e., FRAP). In the
AD brain, imbalances in homeostasis lead to the increase of
ROS and lipid peroxidation, resulting in oxidative stress and
damage (43, 44). The oxidative damage observed in the hippo-
campus after Aβ injection supports the concept that oxidative
stress in the AD brain is associated with Aβ deposition and
cognitive deficits observed (43, 45–47). Therefore, interventions
avoiding or reducing oxidative stress or increasing antioxidant
defenses are of interest in conditions of AD/Aβ neurotoxicity.
Here we show that EE and AnPE (EE was performed without
increases in physical exercise or socialization levels) prevent the
effects of Aβ on lipid peroxidation in the hippocampus. ROS was

not altered in the other group of animals, possibly because of the
short t1/2 of the ROS produced. The same interventions that
avoid TBARS increases (EE and AnPE) protected all memory
parameters studied. SE was not sufficient to avoid TBARS in-
creases, but did prevent the decrease of FRAP. We can link the
TBARS results to the OR memory results (i.e., no oxidative
damage indicates no memory deficit). FRAP results, on the
contrary, could be linked to SR results. It is important to high-
light that, even though lipid peroxidation is a common effect of
oxidative stress, the antioxidant protection could come from
different sources. Here, we investigated only the total antioxi-
dant capacity. It does not ensure that other antioxidant enzymes
are not involved and cannot be modulated by the interventions.
Additionally, it is important to consider that the oxidative status
is not static, but is modified continuously. Antioxidant defenses
exhibit several adaptations to combat the insults generated all of
the time. We verified the hippocampus antioxidant potential
only at the end of the observation period.
We also measured AChE activity considering that the cholin-

ergic system is the neurotransmitter system usually investigated in
AD model conditions. We found no differences among groups
regarding AChE. Further research is needed to determine if there
is a change in the role of other neurotransmitter systems. It is also
possible that the brain memory protection found might rely on
other protective factors, as EE and AnPE have been shown to
increase brain neuroplasticity (45–51). EE has been shown to in-
crease neurogenesis, neurotrophin levels, neuronal survival, syn-
aptogenesis, cellular proliferation, and dendritic arborization in
different brain regions (52–55). Additionally, a reduction in oxi-
dative stress in brain tissue was described for a genetic model of
AD rat subjected to EE protocol (56). However, how many of
these effects observed in response to EE protocols rely on EE per
se and how many result from physical exercise and increase of
social interaction (i.e., SE) was not determined. When the effects
of physical exercise and social interaction components of an EE
protocol were investigated after brain ischemia/reperfusion,
physical exercise and SE reduced the brain lesion (i.e., infarct
volume) and increased astrocyte proliferation and brain-derived
neurotrophic factor expression (57). It suggests that the physical
activity component of EE might be the most important factor
concerning positive results on functional, biochemical, and histo-
logical outcomes. On the contrary, EE carried out in the absence
of physical exercise can increase synaptogenesis and improves
memory in normal rats (48), which suggests a time-dependent
cognitive-enhancing effect of EE regardless of physical activity.
Our results permit important interpretations in the discussion of
each component of behavioral intervention that might have effects
on specific parameters of behavioral and biochemical manifesta-
tions of AD.
Aerobic balanced training of at least moderate intensity is

widely regarded as protective of cognition in AD (58, 59). On the
contrary, “strength” training and AnPE seem to be particularly
more effective to improve postural and motor functions (60–62).
Here we considered the exercise as anaerobic because the EE
protocols used in animal models include more anaerobic exercise
performed in an intermittent configuration (e.g., animals climbing
ramps and stairs, passing by tunnels). Indeed, AD is more com-
mon in elderly patients, in whom strength training is recom-
mended to promote better muscular function, avoid falls, and
improve balance and posture (63, 64).
Unlike EE and AnPE, in our experimental conditions, SE was

able to prevent only social recognition memory deficits, and not
object recognition deficits. In humans, an increase in social en-
gagement with the surrounding environment has been positively
correlated with angiogenesis, synaptogenesis, and neurogenesis,
which are important factors for delaying the development of AD
and cognitive dysfunctions (65). However, a recent study in rats
has shown that SE may have only minor effects on neuroplasticity
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and cognition (17). There is little research on the effects of social
engagement on AD prognosis related to AD animal models. Our
results indicate that, in the rat model of Aβ injection, memory
protection by SE was less effective than that by EE and AnPE.
On the contrary, SE increases total antioxidant capacity, which
might be viewed as a desirable effect. SE resulting in improve-
ment of social recognition memory has been reported before (17).
This result might come from the sheer practice of this behavior,
given the presence of conspecifics in the training box that the
rodents were accustomed to interacting with in their home cage
environments.
In summary, we show that intrahippocampal Aβ infusion causes

oxidative and memory damages that mimic those described or
suggested to occur in AD. EE and AnPE cause a reversion of
memory deficits (in OR and SR tests) and the effect of Aβ on lipid
peroxidation (i.e., TBARS) induced by Aβ. SE prevents only the
SR memory deficits and the decrease of antioxidant capacity (i.e.,
FRAP) caused by Aβ. Although further research is needed to
elucidate the effects/mechanisms by which each one of the manip-
ulations investigated act in the brain, we conclude that environ-
mental and physical training components of EE protocols seem to
be more important than SE in terms of neuroprotective effects. Our
results are important because most of the studies that investigate
the effects of EE do not consider that EE protocols usually involve
an increment of physical activity and social interaction.

Materials and Methods
Animals and Experimental Design. Male Wistar rats (age 3 mo; 350–380 g)
were purchased from the Central Vivarium of the Federal University of Santa
Maria (Brazil). During all of the experimental period, they were housed four
per cage (except in SE group) and maintained under controlled light and
environmental conditions (12 h light/12 h dark cycle; temperature of 23 ±
2 °C; humidity of 50 ± 10%) with food and water ad libitum.

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Principles of
Laboratory Animal Care (National Institutes of Health publication 80–23,
revised 1996) and in agreement with the guidelines established by the local
institutional animal care and use committee to ensure that the number of
rats and their suffering were kept to a minimum (protocol 032/2016).

At the age of 3mo, the animals were randomly assigned to one of the four
experimental groups:

i) Control (cont; n = 20): rats from this group were maintained in standard
laboratory conditions (temperature 23 °C).

ii) EE (n = 20): Rats subjected to EE for 8 wk;
iii) AnPE (n = 20): Rats subjected to AnPE for 8 wk;
iv) SE (n = 20): Rats subjected to SE for 8 wk.

After 8 wk of intervention, half of the animals from each group underwent
stereotaxic surgery to induce Aβ toxicity, an important characteristic of AD; the
half was subjected to sham surgery without Aβ injection. After recovery from
surgery, all rats were subjected to behavioral tests. The experimenter who was
scoring task performance in OR and SR was blinded to the treatment status of
the rats. When behavioral tests were finished, rats were euthanized for pos-
terior brain tissue preparation and biochemical assays (Fig. 4).

Interventions.
EE. Rats subjected to EE were housed in large polycarbonate cages (80 × 60 ×
60 cm), four rats per cage, and provided with various objects of different
shapes, sizes, colors, textures, and material (wood, plastic, and metal) such as
plastic tubes, small balls, sound objects, and wooden houses (19, 67). During
the 8 wk of intervention, the objects and their locations were renewed once
per week to ensure novelty.
SE. Rats subjected to SE were housed in large polycarbonate cages (80 × 60 ×
60 cm), 10 rats per cage [adapted from Pascual et al. (68)].
AnPE. The AnPE was resistance training that used a 1-m ladder with steps
separated by 2 cm from one another, as described by Cassilhas et al. (69). Rats
were familiarized with the exercise (i.e., climbing the ladder) for 3 d. In the
first week after familiarization, the exercise was performed by using only
the rat’s body mass as the resistance. To increase the workload, from the
second week onward, additional mass was attached to the base of the rats’
tails. The initial workload was of 50% of the rat’s body weight and gradually
increased throughout the subsequent 8-wk training period. The resistance
training consisted of one set of eight repetitions with a 1-min rest interval
between repetitions. The training was conducted 3 d per week for 8 wk.
When the rats reached the top of the ladder, they were allowed to recover
in the resting area.

Preparation of Aβ 25–35. Aβ peptide 25–35 (A4559; Sigma Aldrich) was dis-
solved in saline solution (i.e., vehicle) at a concentration of 100 μM. Before
intrahippocampal injection, Aβ was incubated at 37 °C for 4 d to induce Aβ
25–35 aggregation (70).

Stereotaxic Surgery. The stereotaxic surgeries for intrahippocampal injection
of 2 μL Aβ 25–35 or vehicle (saline solution) were performed after the in-
tervention period. Rats were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine (i.p.
75 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg, respectively). When the anesthetic plan had been
confirmed, the rats were mounted into stereotaxic frames, and the CA1
region of the dorsal hippocampus was located based in the Paxinos and
Watson brain atlas (anterior–posterior, −4.2; lateral–lateral, ±3.0; ventral–
medial, −2.0 mm) (66). Bilateral infusions were performed by using a Hamilton
syringe and an infusion bomb. After surgery, rats were returned to their cages
and monitored for a 10-d period required for surgery recovery and to induct
the aggregation of Aβ protein in rats’ hippocampi (25).

Control Behavioral Tasks. To analyze exploratory and locomotor activities
and ensure that any procedure impaired such behaviors, altering the
memory tests results, 10 d after surgery, rats were placed on the left
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quadrant of a 50 × 50 × 50-cm open-field made with white-painted wood.
Black lines were drawn on the floor to divide it into 12 equal quadrants.
Crossing the quadrant lines and rearing were measured over a period of
5 min as measures for locomotor activity and exploration, respectively (40).
To evaluate anxiety state, rats were exposed to an elevated plus maze, and
the time spent in the open arms and the number of entries into them were
recorded over a 5-min session (71).

Memory Behavioral Testing.
OR memory test. Training and testing in the OR task were carried out in an
open-field arena (50 × 50 × 50 cm) built with white-painted wood (72). Rats
were first habituated individually in the apparatus and left to freely explore
it for 20 min during four consecutive days before the training session. In the
training session, two different objects (A and B) were placed in the appa-
ratus, and rats were allowed to freely explore for 5 min. The objects were
made of metal, glass, or glazed ceramic. Exploration was defined as sniffing
or touching the objects with the nose and/or forepaws. Sitting on or turning
around the objects were not considered as exploratory behaviors. After 3 h
and 24 h, in the STM and LTM test sessions, one of the objects was randomly
exchanged for a novel object (C and D, respectively), and the rats were
reintroduced into the apparatus for 5 min. The time spent exploring the
familiar and the novel object was recorded. To avoid confounding effects of
lingering olfactory stimuli and preferences, the object and the arena were
cleaned with 70% ethanol after testing each animal.
SR memory test. The SR memory task is an adaptation of the social interaction
test proposed by Kaidanovich et al. (73) as recently used by Garrido Zinn et al.
(40). The task was completed in 3 d. First, the rats were placed in an arena
for habituation (the same size and characteristics previously described for
OR) with two small cages during 20 min for free exploration. The following
day, training was performed with inclusion of one unfamiliar rat in the cages
for 1 h of free exploration. After 24 h, testing was performed when the same
rat from the training (i.e., familiar rat) and a new rat were placed for ex-
ploration for 5 min. The time spent exploring the new and the familiar rat
were recorded. Exploration of the conspecific animal was defined as sniffing
or touching the small cages with the nose and/or forepaws.

Biochemical Testing.
Tissue preparation. Rats were euthanized 24 h after the behavioral experi-
ments. The brain was removed, and bilateral hippocampi were quickly dis-
sected out and homogenized in 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.4. Then, samples were
centrifuged at 2,400 × g for 20 min, and supernatants (i.e., S1) were used for
the assay.
ROS levels. ROS content was assessed by a spectrofluorometric method using
20,70-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) as a probe (74). The sample
(S1) was incubated in darkness with 5 μL DCFH-DA (1 mM). The oxidation of

DCHF-DA to fluorescent dichlorofluorescein (DCF) was measured for the
detection of intracellular ROS. The formation of the oxidized fluorescent
derivative (i.e., DCF), measured by DCF fluorescence intensity, was recorded
at 520 nm (480-nm excitation) 30 min after the addition of DCFH-DA to the
medium. Results were expressed as arbitrary units.
Detection of lipid peroxidation via TBARS test. Lipoperoxidation was evaluated
by the TBARS test (75). One aliquot of S1 was incubated with a 0.8%
thiobarbituric acid solution, acetic acid buffer (pH 3.2), and SDS solution (8%)
at 95 °C for 2 h, and the color reaction was measured at 532 nm. Results were
expressed as nanomoles of malondialdehyde per milligram protein.
FRAP assay. The working FRAP reagent was prepared by mixing 25 mL acetate
buffer, 2.5 mL TPTZ solution, and 2.5 mL FeCl3·6H2O solution. Homogenate
(10 μL) was added to the 300-μL working FRAP reagent in microplate (76).
Additionally, a standard curve with 10 μL Trolox concentrations (15, 30, 60,
120, and 240 mM) and 300-μL working FRAP reagent was used. The micro-
plate was incubated at 37°C for 15 min before reading in a SpectraMax M5
Microplate Reader at 593 nm.
AChE activity. AChE is a marker of the loss of cholinergic neurons in the
forebrain. The AChE activity was assessed by the Ellman method (77). The
reaction mixture was composed of 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, and
1 mM 5,5′-dithio-bis-2-nitrobenzoic acid. The method is based on the for-
mation of a yellow anion, 4,4′-dithio-bis nitrobenzoic acid, after adding
0.8 mM acetylthiocholine iodide. The change in absorbance was measured
for 2 min at 30-s intervals at 412 nm (SpectraMax M5; Molecular Devices).
Results were expressed as micromoles of acetylthiocholine iodide hydrolyzed
per minute per milligram of protein. Proteins were measured according to
Bradford (78) using BSA as a standard.

Statistical Analysis. Normality of data distribution was checked by using the
Shapiro–Wilk test. Object exploration time in OR and conspecific animal
exploration time in SR were converted to percentage of total exploration
time, and a one-sample t test was used to compare the percentage of total
time of exploration spent on each object or rat considering a theoretical
mean of 50%. In open-field and plus-maze tests, data of all groups were
compared by one-way ANOVA. Biochemical results of all groups were
compared by using a Kruskal–Wallis test followed by specific t test. Signifi-
cance level was set at 0.05.
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